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GROUP EXECUTIVE MINUTES 
2nd May 2013 

 
Chairman: John Yeomans   Treasurer: Cliff Laverick            Secretary: Angela Johnson     
GSL: Philip Harnby 
  

PRESENT: Ross Hetherington, David Newby, Paul Taylor, Mike Nichols, Derek Ward, Derek Newby and 
Ian Johnson  
 

APOLOGIES: Richard Bramfitt, Richard Ingram, John Yeomans, Kath Yeomans and Julie Ryan. 
 

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING HELD 4th April 2013 – Agreed. 
 

MATTERS ARISING 
a) Tables – Invoice and payments all sorted. 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT 
Cliff noted that various payments had been made £79.33 to Phil, Insurance in respect of the minibus 
£927.02, Newgate Electricals £134.76 and £150.00 labour. Insurance in respect of the Scout Centre is due 
in June and the PAT testing is due. 
Angela asked if the application for Discretionary Rate Relief had been sorted; Cliff replied that although he 
had not received any confirmation that it has been applied, no direct debits had been taken out of the 
account in respect of rates. Cliff will check and confirm for the next meeting. 
Cliff asked the Scout Section to supply the accounts electronically rather than hard copy to enable him to 
complete the accounts and submit them to David Hall in time for the AGM. 
Phil advised he had been approached by a couple of Leaders about the fact that the minutes are on show 
and therefore the Groups financial position is on view to anyone who uses the Scout Centre. After 
discussion it was agreed that the minutes would not show the financial situation but would be in the email 
sent accompanying the minutes and if anyone else required the details to contact the Secretary who would 
oblige with the necessary information. 
 

SECTIONAL REPORTS 
Beavers 
Ross reported that the Beavers had been finishing off craft activities before moving on to the Imagination 
Badge and Creative Badge. 
The Colony are also working towards Global and Culture with story telling from Africa and Greek myths. 
Ross is hoping to take the Beavers on an overnight experience with the District Beavers to West Hall in 
early July and he attended St George’s Day with two Beavers. 
Cubs 
David reported on a very busy month; the Cubs had received a visit from a representative talking about 
some of the artefacts and memorabilia from Beamish prior to the Sleep in on 20/21st April. The Pack visited 
Beamish on the Saturday and was invited to join in a parade with banners celebrating Durham Miners. On 
returning to Bishop Auckland the Cubs and Leaders went to the March Hare for tea and followed with a 
games evening in the hall. Sunday saw them visit the Food Festival; David noted that over the weekend all 
the Cubs had behaved very well and had received comments from members of the public confirming this. 
Four Cubs and two Leaders attended St George’s Day at Chilton.  
David noted the focus over the coming weeks was camp, a parents meeting will be held shortly  
One Beaver had recently joined the Pack whilst two Cubs have moved to Scouts. 
 

Derek Ward said he was pleased to hear good reports about the behaviour of the youngsters and that it is a 
credit to the Leadership teams. 
 

Scouts 
Mike commented that he was pleased to be back with the Group after his break. The Troop had been doing 
bases and finishing off the hobbies evening with one youngster giving a demonstration on the violin. Eight 



boys had attended with the Leaders for St George’s Day and the Leaders had a planning trip in respect of 
summer camp. 
Explorers – no report  
 

GSL REPORT including Adult Training and Leadership 
Phil reported that two Leaders were due an Appointment Review; one has been completed and hopefully 
the second will be in place before the next meeting. 
A couple of new people are helping out with the Cubs and Scouts; Peter Curry and Jasmine Mowatt and a 
possibility of new adult interest in the Scouts. 
Ian noted that Jasmine and Peter will be invited to the next District Getting Started session in June. 
 

RISK REGISTER 
Phil noted that the mini bus information needs updating and he will be speaking with Cliff in the near future. 
 

GIFT AID  
Ian thanked David and Phil for the information regarding the Gift Aid certificates however he still needs the 
name of the relevant adults. David said he could let Ian have the details after the meeting. 
Ian advised that the period 2009/2010 needs to be claimed before the end of the next financial year and this 
currently stands at approximately £1300.00. If the claim is made up to the end of the last financial year the 
figure would be around the £5000.00 area. 
Cliff noted that he would be quite happy to let the money sit and gain interest, but to claim on yearly basis 
so that huge amounts of money are not shown in any one year’s accounts.  
Ian suggested that the Executive consider the options of when to claim and have a further discussion in 
October  
Phil proposed that Gift Aid claim be brought up to date and submitted and then claimed on a yearly basis 
after the census. 
Derek suggested that further discussion was probably needed. 
A second proposal was made to claim for the period 2009/2010 and then the claims be submitted on a 
rolling basis each year. 
 

The Executive voted on the two proposals; seven were in favour of the second proposal  
 

Therefore a claim for 2009/2010 will be made and the subsequent claims on a yearly basis. 
 

Cliff said he had heard there had been some changes to Gift Aid – Ian explained that there was now no 
need to obtain certificates in relation to small donations but he did not know the full implications and further 
investigation would be needed. 
 

PR and MARKETING OF THE GROUP 
Nothing to report. 
  

HEALTH AND SAFETY including Hall Maintenance 
Derek Ward advised that the PAT testing was in hand, all electrical items and sockets need to be checked 
and some maintenance work has been completed. 
 

MINIBUS and TRAINING 
Phil advised that the dates had been arranged for the MIDAS training and would be emailed out later that 
evening to the relevant individuals. Phil has signed the Group up to the Community Transport Association 
(annual subscription of £24-50) who supply guidance for running mini buses, discussions have taken place 
with the Section Leaders; He is currently awaiting confirmation regarding terms and conditions that the mini 
bus regarding driving and rest times, emergency procedures etc. 
Cliff advised he had a file with all the current drivers’ names who have been driving the mini bus. 
 

FUNDING AND GRANTS 
Ian Johnson advised that all money in relation to the grant from HQ had been sorted and the balance paid 
into the Group account from St George ESU. 
Ian has been unable to contact BATC regarding the funding but will try to make contact in the next few days 
check out the situation. 
 

BLOOD DONORS – Next session 9th May 2013. 
Normal cleaning team in place. 
 

FUNDRAISING 
Derek Ward said this subject had been approached a couple of months ago – he thought a letter to parents 
which would incorporate details of the AGM was a good idea – letters to go out shortly. 
 



ALLOTMENT 
Derek Newby advised the Allotment Association was in the process of applying for funding, the plot is 
currently being cleared and indication from Sections at present show that Beavers and Cubs are interested. 
 

PROPOSALS FOR THE GROUP EXECUTIVE/AGM 
Phil asked that Section Leaders submit their AGM reports to him by 20th May 2013. 
A discussion was at the Leaders meeting over how to encourage more to attend the AGM, possibly by 
organising a summer fete, sports day or similar activity which would include the AGM to cover the business 
aspect only. Phil has contacted a couple of venues with outdoor and indoor access and is awaiting possible 
dates. The original date for the AGM of the evening of 6th June has been cancelled with a view to holding 
the event late in July. 
Derek Ward asked why a weekend would be better than evening; Phil responded that because the evening 
can run quite late for the younger members a weekend would give more time for all to enjoy the activity. 
Phil advised that once dates and venue had been given he would email to all for the preferred date 
Phil advised there are new leaflets giving details of what is involved in being a trustee; all parents will be 
given a copy and a letter giving them details of how to get involved, one area that is of concern is the 
regularity of the meetings and trying to encourage people to get involved, it was mooted that the meetings 
could go bi-monthly – various views were expressed with some of the Executive in favour and some not. 
Ian Johnson commented that the first Thursday of the month has worked well for a number of years, the 
Executive know when the meetings are and for a Group that owns its own Scout Centre and mini bus there 
are advantages to meeting on a regular monthly basis. There was also a concern raised that by going bi 
monthly the meetings will take even longer that on a monthly basis. 
Derek Ward suggested that each Section Leader comes up with three parents who could be approached to 
see if they would be willing to become more involved. 
Phil advised that three parents had indicated they would be willing to be contacted from the census 
information; this will be followed up. 
Angela advised that she would send the Group nomination form around the Leaders and current Executive 
shortly to start the procedure. 
It was agreed to discuss the matter further once the regular Chairperson was available. 
 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS  
a) David asked if there had been any developments with Windlestone – Ian advised that at present 

there were no changes. He is waiting to meet with the new owner to talk and get a new lease in 
place, only then can costs within the District be sorted. 

b) David asked if the new Partnership Agreement had been sorted between St George ESU and the 
Group; Phil advised a new document had been agreed and a figure of £48.75 per Explorer per year 
would be paid to the Group based on the Census compiled in January each year. 

 
 

Next Group Executive Meeting 6th June 2013 starting at 7.15pm at the 
Scout Centre.  
 

Future meetings will be held 4th July 2013 
     August (normally no meeting) 
     5th September 2013  
     3rd October 2013 
 

Blood Donor Sessions             20th June 2013 
11th July 2013 
15th August 2013 
3rd October 2013 
7th November 2013 

All dates checked against the blood donor website on 14th May 2013 are correct 
 

     

All the Blood donors’ sessions require the hall to be opened at 13:30 and closed by 20:00 
           

If anyone has an item for the next agenda or cannot make the meeting could they please let the 
Secretary know by 8-00pm on the Monday prior to the meeting. 


